
ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS



What is Activity Diagram?
Activity diagram is UML behavior diagram which shows flow of control or object flow with
emphasis on the sequence and conditions of the flow.



UML Activity diagram elements

The following nodes and edges are typically drawn on UML activity diagrams:

 activity, 

partition, 

action, 

object, 

control, 

activity edge. 



Activity
Activity is a parameterized behavior represented as coordinated flow of actions.

Activity contains activity nodes which could be: 

Action

Object

Control

Activity could be rendered as round-cornered rectangle with activity name in the upper left 
corner and nodes and edges of the activity inside the border.



Actions
Action is a named element which represents a single atomic step within activity, i.e. that is not
further decomposed within the activity.

Actions are notated as round-cornered rectangles. Name or description of the action is placed
inside of the rectangle.

Some action name examples: 

Fill Order

Review Document

Enroll in Course

Checkout



Object Node

An object node is an abstract activity node that is used to define object flow in an activity.

It indicates that an instance of a particular classifier, possibly in a particular state, may be
available at a particular point in the activity.

Object nodes are notated as rectangles.



Object node-Pin
A pin is an object node for inputs and outputs to actions. 

Pin is usually shown as a small rectangle attached to the action rectangle.

Item is input pin to the Add to
Shopping Cart action.

Invoice is output pin from the
Create Invoice action.



Central Buffer

A central buffer node is an object node for managing flows from multiple sources and 
destinations. A central buffer node accepts tokens from multiple object in flows, buffers those 
and passes them along to out flows.

http://www.uml-diagrams.org/activity-diagrams-objects.html


Activity Partition

An activity partition is activity group for actions that have some common characteristic. 

A partition may represent some attribute and its sub-partitions - specific values of that attribute 

http://www.uml-diagrams.org/property.html#classifier-attribute


Swimlane
Activity partition may be shown using a swimlane notation - with two, usually parallel lines, 
either horizontal or vertical, and a name labeling the partition in a box at one end. Any activity 
nodes, e.g. actions and edges placed between these lines are considered to be contained within 
the partition. 



Activity Edge

Activity Edge is an abstract class for the directed connections along which tokens or data 
objects flow between activity nodes.



connector
Connectors are generally used to avoid drawing a long edge. This is purely notational. It does not 
affect the underlying model. 



Interrupting Edge

Interrupting edge is activity edge expressing interruption for regions having interruptions. 

It is rendered as a lightning-bolt.



guards 
Activity edge can have a guard - specification evaluated at runtime to determine if the edge can 
be traversed. The guard must evaluate to true for every token that is offered to pass along the 
edge. 

The guard of the activity edge is shown in square brackets that contain the guard. 



Wait Time Action



Accept Event Action

Accept event action is notated with a concave pentagon. 
If an accept event action has no incoming edges, then the action 
starts when the containing activity or structured node does, 
whichever most immediately contains the action. 

Accept event action could have incoming edges. In this case 
the action starts after the previous action completes. 



UML Activity Diagram Controls

Control node is an activity node used to coordinate the flows between other nodes. It includes: 

initial node

flow final node

activity final node

decision node

merge node

fork node

join node



Initial Node

Initial node is a control node at which flow starts when the activity is invoked. 

Initial nodes are shown as a small solid circle. 



Flow Final Node

Flow final node is a control final node that terminates a flow. It destroys all tokens that arrive at 
it but has no effect on other flows in the activity.

The notation for flow final node is small circle with X inside. 

Flow final node. 



Activity Final Node

Activity final node is a control final node that stops all flows in an activity

Activity final nodes are shown as a solid circle with a hollow circle inside. It can be thought of as 
a goal notated as "bull’s eye," or target. 



Decision Node

Decision node is a control node that accepts tokens on one or two incoming edges and selects 
one outgoing edge from one or more outgoing flows.

The notation for a decision node is a diamond-shaped symbol. 

Which of the edges is actually traversed depends on the 
evaluation of the guards on the outgoing edges. The order in 
which guards are evaluated is not defined



Decision input behaviour
Decision input behavior is specified by the keyword «decisionInput» and some decision 
behavior or condition placed in a note symbol, and attached to the appropriate decision node. 



decision input flow
Decision may also have decision input flow. In this case the tokens offered on the decision input 
flow that are made available to the guard on each outgoing edge determine whether the offer 
on the regular incoming edge is passed along that outgoing edge. 

A decision input flow is specified by the keyword «decisionInputFlow» annotating that flow



Merge Node

Merge node is a control node that brings together multiple incoming alternate flows to accept 
single outgoing flow.



Fork Node

Fork node is a control node that has one incoming edge and multiple outgoing edges and is used 
to split incoming flow into multiple concurrent flows. 

Fork nodes are introduced to support parallelism in activities



Join Node

Join node is a control node that has multiple incoming edges and one outgoing edge and is used 
to synchronize incoming concurrent flows.

Join nodes are introduced to support parallelism in activities.





Process Shopping Order
Activity Diagram Example



ATM- Customer-ATM-Bank
Customer

-insert card

-enter pin

-enter amount

-take money

-take card

ATM
- Show balance
- Eject card

Bank
-pin verification
-check amount balance
-debit account



ATM



Online shopping diagram example



Ticket vending machine



Document Management Process



Activity 
diagram for 
issuing a 
book



THANK YOU


